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The Coyotes call to dance
It's time again to let madness take over and plunge into collective dance ecstasy. When Malaka Hostel
performs, they easily tear down the invisible wall between band and audience. They sing in Spanish,
German, Czech, or English – music is their "World Language". Folklore, whether from the Balkans or the
Andes, finds its place - carried by grooving beats - while the brass section, consisting of trumpets and
harmonica, bubbles away.

Gogo Vago - the new album 2023
With the new album "Gogo Vago," Malaka Hostel put the southwest of Germany on the musical map.
The title Gogo Vago is an invitation to all vagabonds of the universe to venture out, experience new
things, share them with others, and illustrates where inspiration and diversity come from for this colorful
crew.
Malaka Hostel builds bridges, unites musical continents, and different genres are juggled within a song
with ease. Just as on the two previous releases "Coyotes del Amor" and "Dizko Fatale," the songs move
somewhere between Balkan beats, catchy offbeat ballads, power polka, as well as oriental and Latin
American grooves.

How it all began
Malaka Hostel quickly developed from a regional insider tip as a band that, on countless tours and
festivals, gained a reputation throughout Europe for captivating every audience with their wild coyote
songs and energetic live presence. The bizarre and likable troublemakers have only one destination:
collective dance ecstasy!
Over 70 shows were played in 2019 alone. Among other things, the Coyotes have already performed at
renowned German and European festivals such as the Fusion Festival, Sunrise Reggae Festival, Lott
Festival, Jazz Festival Saalfelden(A), Earth Garden Festival (Malta), Black Forest On Fire, 3000 Grad
Festival, FoodForYourSenses (Lux), Goulasch Disko (HRV), St. Gallen OpenAir (CH).

Discography:
2015 Coyotes Del Amor
2019 Dizko Fatale
2023 Gogo Vago


